
‘SIGNED, SEALED, DELIVERED: THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM’ 
SYNOPSIS 

 
Randilynn Amidon, a U.S. solidier being held captive in Afganistan, aids a truck driver by 
delivering his daughter’s child. The driver, Asad, helps to deliver an envelope for 
Randilynn. The envelope is received and being held as classified by government officials. 
The Postables are all in attendance at an emergency Senate committee hearing, 
declaring they have information regarding the letter and could help in Randilynn’s 
rescue.  
 
The Postables had been preparing to travel to Washington D. C. for the National Miss 
Special Delivery Pageant. Rita has been chosen to compete in the pageant and everyone 
is in full support. Norman, though supportive, still has some reservations about her 
participation, believing she is guaranteed to win and will move on without him in the 
success of the pageant.  
 
Oliver and Shane are both dealing with loss: Oliver, with the passing of his biological 
father and divorce from his wife, and Shane with the discovery that her childhood home 
has been torn down. However, the stop made at her home puts Oliver and Shane at the 
right place in the right time to cross paths with Phoebe and Harper, Randilynn’s 
daughter and father.  
 
Paths also cross when Steve, Shane’s ex-boyfriend, greets her at her hotel. This stalls 
any progress Oliver has tried to make to spend time with Shane. She is happy to catch 
up with Steve, but finally reveals to Oliver that Steve is not with the post office, but in 
fact an intelligence analyst that has agreed to meet with everyone to help Phoebe and 
Harper.   
 
Steve details the history in Randilynn’s case. A rescue attempt had been made in the 
past, but they were unable to discover any evidence for a location or if she was still 
alive. He peaks their interest in the mention of the letter, addressed to “F-E-E-B” or 
Phoebe, which was supposedly written by Randilynn.  
 
Unable to discuss the information further, Rita takes initiative to take a glance at the 
letter and gather as much as she can with her photographic memory. It is up to the 
Postables to decode the cryptic clues given. They discover that the clues refer to 
personal stories, Bible verses, and patriotic song lyrics to reveal her current plan to 
escape.  
 
The court is skeptical with the Postables’ interpretations of the clues, and is hesitant to 
send troops for Randilynn’s rescue. The Postables anxiously await the court’s decision as 
they attend The National Miss Special Delivery Pageant.   
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In an attempt to surprise Rita, Norman shows her the Postal Living Quarterly that he 
had a chapter of her book published in, which she had intended to use for the talent 
portion of the pageant. This unknowingly gets her talent disqualified, as she cannot use 
something for which she has received previous compensation. Rita understands he had 
good intention, and decides to help out a fellow competitor suffering from stage fright.   
 
Shane and Oliver share a patriotic moment outside of the Lincoln Memorial as they hear 
helicopters overhead. The Postables’, with Phoebe and Harper, soon arrive at a 
helicopter hangar and Steve steps out to greet them. He leads everyone inside with a 
gathering of military personnel around an airplane. To their immediate surprise, 
Randilynn steps out of the plane and embraces her family as everyone celebrates her 
return. 
 
The Postables, on their way to the airport, make a stop at Shane’s former home. It is 
revealed that Oliver, with his inheritance, has purchased the land with intent to rebuild 
her home for retirement living for the postal workers. Looking forward to the future 
together and proud of their success, they return home.  
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